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Tollywood Full Song Thoda Pyaar Mein, Cute Songs, Thoda Thoda Pyar Mein Download In Mp3The top Democrat on the Senate Homeland Security Committee is urging Attorney General Jeff Sessions to investigate a possible nexus between the Trump campaign and a Russian investment fund. In a letter sent Tuesday to Sessions, Sen. Claire McCaskill (D-Mo.) asked for a full report on the matter from the DOJ’s inspector general to Congress. The Missouri lawmaker cited media reports that that Russian nationals and entities had sought to purchase investment properties in Missouri and Florida, and connect them to Trump campaign members or administration officials. ADVERTISEMENT McCaskill wrote that while she did not question the motives of these individuals, an investigation into possible collusion with the Trump campaign would be warranted. “I am
writing to ask you to provide the committee with information relating to the Department of Justice’s (DOJ) review of the Trump campaign’s potential and actual ties with Russian entities,” she wrote. “While the Justice Department’s inquiry into these potential connections may have turned up nothing illegal, I think it would be appropriate for you to explain to the Committee and the American people whether DOJ has, as you suggested during your confirmation hearing, already investigated and made a determination.” The Russian Embassy denied it had any ties to the deal on Tuesday. “We don’t know anything about this,” Maria Zakharova, the Russian foreign ministry’s spokeswoman, said in a statement. “You can check again. There is not even anything like that on our radar, let alone in relation to the campaign of any candidate.” The news of the Trump
campaign’s possible ties to Russian nationals first emerged in the summer of 2016, when the Washington Post reported that former national security adviser Michael Flynn had lobbied foreign governments for a Russian company. The DOJ reportedly took notice of the investment, and decided not to launch an official investigation into whether Russia was involved in the deal, although the bureau’s probe into whether or not Trump aides colluded with Russians during the presidential campaign continues. At least two foreign investors in the alleged deal — Colorado mining executive Rinat Akhmetshin and a Russian investment fund — have acknowledged working with Trump campaign associates, in addition to their purported ties to Russian nationals.Q: Two dictionaries with the
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